Recent research has shown that the degree to which speakers and listeners exhibit similar brain activity patterns during human linguistic interaction is correlated with communicative success. Here, we used an intersubject correlation approach in fMRI to test the hypothesis that a listener's ability to predict a speaker's utterance increases such neural coupling between speakers and listeners. Nine subjects listened to recordings of a speaker describing visual scenes that varied in the degree to which they permitted specific linguistic predictions. In line with our hypothesis, the temporal profile of listeners' brain activity was significantly more synchronous with the speaker's brain activity for highly predictive contexts in left posterior superior temporal gyrus (pSTG), an area previously associated with predictive auditory language processing. In this region, predictability differentially affected the temporal profiles of brain responses in the speaker and listeners respectively, in turn affecting correlated activity between the two: whereas pSTG activation increased with predictability in the speaker, listeners' pSTG activity instead decreased for more predictable sentences. Listeners additionally showed stronger BOLD responses for predictive images before sentence onset, suggesting that highly predictable contexts lead comprehenders to preactivate predicted words.
Introduction
A growing body of research emphasizes the highly predictive nature of neural processes: our brains are "proactive organs" (Friston, 2003; Bar, 2007) and have even been dubbed prediction machines (Clark, 2013) . By anticipating events in our surroundings, we can prepare rapid and targeted behavioral responses (Bar, 2007) , improve the isolation and identification of relevant signals in a noisy environment (Obleser and Kotz, 2010) , and engage in rapid and efficient language comprehension (Kutas and Federmeier, 2011) .
This study asks whether predictions may serve yet another potentially highly useful function, namely that of facilitating neural coupling between interlocutors (Sänger et al., 2011; Hasson et al., 2012; Hari et al., 2013) , which has been linked to communicative success: For example, Stephens et al. (2010) found that story comprehension rates were higher for listeners whose brain activity patterns were more similar to the storyteller's, and suggest that those listeners may have been better able to predict the speaker's intentions. Does predictability indeed affect neural coupling? If so, which neurocognitive mechanisms might be responsible? Prior research suggests that internal forward models are generated in anticipation of speech acts in both language comprehension and production, leading to relatively more brain activity as predictability increases: Preparing highly predictable speech acts has been proposed to increase the attentional gain for their expected perceptual consequences in language production (Hickok et al., 2011, Tian and Poeppel, 2013) , and predictable percepts/words are arguably preactivated before they are seen or heard during language comprehension (Dikker et al., 2010 (Dikker et al., , 2013 . When subsequently confronted with unpredicted words, listeners/readers typically show a prediction error response (Kutas and Federmeier, 2011) . Crucially, strong prediction error responses are less likely during speech production, because they require speakers to unintentionally violate their own speech plan (e.g., by producing speech errors). Further, whereas listeners may refrain from generating strong predictions in low predictability contexts, speakers will engage in speech planning regardless of context predictability, inducing anticipatory activity in both high and low predictability contexts.
Together, we hypothesize that although predictability affects brain responses in speakers as well as listeners, listener activity is more affected by predictability during both the anticipatory stage and the perceptual stage of language processing. As a result, predictability should differentially affect the temporal profiles of brain responses in listeners and speakers respectively, in turn affecting correlated activity between the two.
To investigate whether and how predictability may lead to more synchronous brain activity between speakers and listeners, we used fMRI to record the temporal profiles of BOLD responses in one speaker while describing drawings of improbable/fictitious events, and compared these to brain responses in nine listeners who heard audio recordings of the speaker's descriptions during subsequent fMRI sessions. Crucially, drawings varied in the degree to which they predicted for specific lexical-semantic content of the speaker's utterances. We expected effects of predictability on speaker-listener correlated brain activity to be concentrated in brain regions that have previously been implicated in lexical-semantic prediction during auditory language comprehension, specifically left posterior superior temporal gyrus (for review, see Friederici, 2012).
Materials and Methods

Subjects
One speaker (female; age ϭ 30) and 12 listeners, all right-handed and with normal or corrected-to-normal vision, took part in the fMRI portion of the experiment after providing written informed consent. Two listeners were excluded from analysis for technical reasons during data acquisition and one because he fell asleep during the experiment, leaving nine listeners total to be included for analysis (7 female; mean age ϭ 24.5, SD ϭ 4.6). The research protocol was approved by Internal Review Boards for ethics at both the Princeton Neuroscience Institute (PNI; recording site speaker) and Weil-Cornell Medical Center (WCMC; recording site listeners).
Stimuli and experimental design
Materials. Subjects saw 45 hand-drawn color images depicting fictitious scenes in which an animal or object performed an action on another animal or object (e.g., a penguin hugging a star; Fig. 1 ). Scenes were constructed based on sentences that were created by randomly combining 45 transitive verbs and 90 nouns denoting common objects, animals, and food items. The speaker was instructed to describe the images using simple declarative sentences in the present tense progressive with a single transitive verb and no adjectives or adverbial phrases (e.g., "The penguin is hugging the star/The dolphin is kissing the tree"). Each image was assigned a predictability score, derived from an offline questionnaire in which 48 volunteers described each of the 45 scenes with the description they deemed most appropriate (23 female; mean age ϭ 31.7, SD ϭ 7.3; none participated in the fMRI session of the experiment). For each scene, each participant's entry was assigned a score reflecting the percentage of participants who entered the same response. Predictability was computed as the average across those values. Based on the distribution of predictability across items, items were assigned to one of two "conditions," containing 10 items each: high predictability (Ͼ0.85, M ϭ 0.9, SDϭ0.04) and low predictability (Ͻ0.35, M ϭ 0.27, SD ϭ 0.06).
Participants were further asked to indicate on a 1-5 scale how certain they were that other people entered the exact same sentence. Predictability and certainty were highly correlated (Spearman r ϭ 0.75, p Ͻ 0.001), and sentences that were deemed more likely were also more likely to be produced by the speaker during the fMRI session (Spearman r ϭ 0.91, p Ͻ 0.001; computed as the proportion of participants who filled out the same sentence that was produced by the speaker during the fMRI experiment). Audio files (7.5 s each) containing the sentences were recorded during the speaker's fMRI scanning session, to be played back later to the listeners during their respective scanning sessions. Sentences had an average duration of 2873 milliseconds (SD ϭ 127.45). Predictability was uncorrelated with sentence duration (r ϭ 0.11, p ϭ 0.659), sentence onset (calculated from the start of the audio file; M ϭ 1162 milliseconds, SD ϭ 127.27; r ϭ 0.26, p ϭ 0.273), or overall intensity of the audio file (M ϭ 51.86 dB, SD ϭ 1.27; r ϭ Ϫ0.16, p ϭ 0.495).
Experimental procedure. For both the speaker (N ϭ 1) and the listeners (N ϭ 9), each image was presented for 7.5 s, followed by a 7.5 s blank and then flashing fixation crosses (375 ms on/off, 3 s total). A visually presented disk cued the speaker to utter the sentence (7.5 s). Listeners instead heard the recorded sentences during this interval, which was followed by another 7.5 s blank screen and 3 s of flashing fixation crosses announcing the beginning of the next trial (Fig. 1A ). This design allowed us to keep the trial structure constant across the speaker and listeners, with the only difference that the speaker described the image, and the listeners subsequently listened to her description. Each participant saw a total of 45 trials in random order, distributed over five blocks. Each scanning session lasted ϳ45 min.
MRI acquisition
The speaker and listeners were scanned at separate times in separate 3T scanners (32-channel head coil; WCMC: Trio, Siemens; PNI: Allegra, Siemens). Acquisition parameters were the same across scanners.
Anatomical (MP-RAGE) images were recorded with 1-mm-thick sagittal slices in a 256 ϫ 256 matrix, with a 256 mm field-of-view, yielding a resolution of 1 mm 3 . Functional data were recorded using a T2*-weighted echo planar imaging pulse sequence (EPI). Twenty-five functional slices of 3 mm thickness (1 mm gap) were prescribed obliquely, by slightly adjusting an axial prescription so that the middle slice followed the Sylvian fissure in the sagittal plane to ensure maximum coverage of the cerebrum across participants.
Data were collected with a repetition time (TR) of 1500 ms; echo time, 30 ms; field-of-view, 192 mm; matrix size, 64 ϫ 64; in-plane resolution, 3 mm 3 ; flip angle, 90°. Slice acquisition order was interleaved and 257 volumes per run were collected per participant (5 runs).
The speaker's descriptions were recorded with a customized MRcompatible recording system (FOMRI II; Optoacoustics; Stephens et al., 2010) , and listeners wore MRI-compatible ear buds (NordicNeuroLab Ear Plugs; 8 Hz to 35 kHz flat frequency response, ϩ30 dB noise attenuation). Stimuli were presented using E-Prime 2.0 software (Psychology Software Tools).
Data analysis
MRI data analysis. Functional data were preprocessed and partially analyzed using AFNI (Cox, 1996) . Cortical surface models were created with Figure 1 . Experimental design and example materials. A, Trial structure: 7.5 s image presentation, followed by a 7.5 s blank, then four flashing fixation crosses (375 ms on/off), the sentence (speaker speaks; listeners listen; accompanied by a 7.5 s blank screen) another 3 s of flashing fixation crosses. B, C, Examples of high predictability (Ͼ0.85) and low predictability (Ͻ0.35) images and of descriptions provided during the norming study.
FreeSurfer (http://surfer.nmr.mgh.harvard.edu/), and functional data were projected into anatomical space using SUMA Argall et al., 2006 ; AFNI/SUMA:(http://afni.nimh.nih.gov/afni). Correlations were computed in MATLAB (2010a, The MathWorks).
Preprocessing. All functions referenced below are part of AFNI. For each subject, anatomical and functional data were coregistered with lpc_align, which uses positioning information from the scanner to correctly align oblique functional images. Preprocessing of functional datasets included slice timing and head movement corrections (3dTshift and 3dvolreg) extreme values reduction (3dDespike), and linear and quadratic drift detrending from the time series of each run (3dDetrend).
Surface reconstruction and projection of functional data into surface space. First, we converted the T1-weighted MRI structural images into MGH-HMR format. Then, we extracted cortical meshes from structural volumes. Images were inflated to a sphere (Dale et al., 1999) and anatomically registered to a standard sphere in FreeSurfer (Fischl et al., 1999) . To allow for group-based analysis, each subject's registered surfaces were imported into SUMA and converted to a standard mesh of an icosahedron, resulting in the same number of corresponding surface nodes for each subject (190, 002) . This average brain was normalized to Talairach space to provide stereotactic coordinates for the observed activations in AFNI. Data were exported for statistical analysis in MATLAB using customized code based on the intersubject-correlation procedures described by Stephens et al. (2010) and Lerner et al. (2011) . Results were then returned to volume space (3dSurf2Vol) for spatial threshold definitions (Ͼ1000 voxels for all analyses reported below).
Identifying areas of interest. Regions of interests for the speaker-listener correlation analyses were identified by first establishing which voxels exhibited correlated activity across listeners (at a threshold of r Ͼ 0.6, p Ͻ 0.0019, uncorrected).
A Pearson product-moment correlation coefficient was computed for each surface node by comparing each listener's Z-scored average BOLD response time course across all trials to the Z-scored time course average for all other listeners combined (Lerner et al. (2011) ; rationale and further methodological details). The resulting nine r values per surface node were averaged together, yielding one normalized (Fisher's Z) intersubject correlation value per node across all nine listeners.
Speaker-listener intersubject-correlation analysis. We first conducted a correlational analysis comparing the speaker's Z-scored average BOLD response time course to the Z-scored mean time course for all listeners combined ( p Ͻ 0.01, uncorrected), to identify brain regions that exhibited similar activation patterns between the speaker and listeners independent of predictability.
We then proceeded to address our main research question whether Predictability affects speaker-listener intersubject-correlations. First, we created two separate conditions per subject by averaging their Z-scored time courses across the high predictability and low predictability trials respectively (see Materials and Methods). Within each condition, correlation coefficients between each listener and the speaker were then computed on a node-by-node basis. Paired-sample t tests were conducted to compare the resulting normalized nine r values per node for the high predictability versus low predictability items. BOLD time courses from the resulting reliable voxel cluster (Ͼ1000, p Ͻ 0.05, FDR-corrected) were subject to further item analyses.
First, we identified the peak latency of BOLD activity in this region across conditions for the speaker and listeners respectively. At these two time points, we then conducted two 2 (mode: speaker/listeners) ϫ 2 (predictability: high/low) ANOVAs over the items' BOLD activity, in addition to correlating item BOLD activity and Predictability, sentence duration, audio intensity, and sentence onset.
Results
As laid out above, we first conducted an intersubject correlational analysis to identify brain areas where correlated activity between the speaker and listeners was affected by predictability. Then, to explain the observed correlation patterns, we examined how the BOLD signal strength over time in these regions was affected by predictability in the speaker and listeners respectively.
No reliable speaker-listener correlations were found in the right hemisphere. Thus, only results from the left hemisphere are reported below.
Intersubject correlations
Brain activity was highly correlated across listeners in regions that are typically engaged during image processing (occipital cortex and fusiform gyrus; Grill-Spector et al., 2001), as well as auditory language processing (along superior temporal gyrus, Heschls gyrus and supramarginal gyrus; for review, see Friederici, 2012; Fig. 2A) .
In contrast, when comparing the speaker's time series to the listeners' time series, correlated activity was limited to left fusiform gyrus (Fig. 2B : 2400 voxels; p Ͻ 0.01, uncorrected; center of cluster: x ϭ Ϫ50, y ϭ Ϫ47, z ϭ Ϫ13).
When comparing the speaker time series to the listeners' time series in high versus low predictability trials, stronger positive speaker-listener correlations were observed for high predictability than low predictability images in posterior superior temporal gyrus (Fig. 2C : 1414 voxels; p Ͻ 0.05, FDR-corrected; center of cluster: x ϭ Ϫ57, y ϭ Ϫ43, z ϭ 18). No brain regions exhibited significantly stronger speaker-listener correlations for low predictability items. Figure 3A shows the averaged time series per condition for the speaker (red) and listeners (blue) across this left posterior supe- Figure 2 . Whole-brain maps of intersubject correlations. A, In a whole-brain analysis, high listener-listener intersubject-correlations (ISC) were found in visual and auditory regions associated with image processing and auditory language processing respectively (N ϭ 9; only r Ͼ 0.6, p Ͻ 0.002, Ͼ1000 voxel clusters are shown). B, Speaker-listener correlations, timelocked to the image presentation, were concentrated in left fusiform gyrus (N ϭ 9; orange cluster: 2400 voxels at p Ͻ 0.01, uncorrected; cross-hair at center of cluster). C, Speakerlistener correlations were significantly higher for high predictability than low predictability items in posterior superior temporal gyrus (orange cluster: 1414 voxels at p Ͻ 0.05, FDRcorrected; cross-hair at center of cluster).
rior temporal gyrus (pSTG) cluster shown in Figure 2C . Speakerlistener correlations were positive in the high predictability condition (r ϭ 0.53, p ϭ .0077) but negative in the low predictability condition (r ϭ Ϫ0.69, pϭ.0002).
Item analysis
Consistent with previous findings (Stephens et al., 2010), average peak activity for the speaker preceded the listeners' peak activity by 6 s (Fig. 3A, boxes) . Given the timing of each peak (2 s after Figure 3 . EffectsofpredictabilityinpSTG.A,Z-scoredBOLDtimecourseactivationforthespeaker(red)andlisteners(blue)inhighpredictability(solid)andlowpredictability(dashed)itemsrespectivelyover voxelsextractedfromthepSTGclusterdisplayedinFig.2C.Errorbarsreflectby-itemSEsforeachTR(seetimelineonthebottom).Timepointsfortheaveragespeaker(anticipatory)peakandlisteners'(perceptual) peak are marked (significant at *p Ͻ 01). B, Scatter plots of Z-scored BOLD activity and item predictability for the anticipatory peak (left) and perceptual peak (right), respectively. In the speaker, predictability and perceptual peak activity over individual items were positively correlated. In the listeners, perceptual peak activity and predictability were negatively correlated, preceded by a positive correlation at the anticipatorypeak.C,Whentime-shiftingBOLDtimeseriesforallitemscombined,speaker-listenercorrelations(ISC)werereliableacrossleftsuperiortemporalgyrus(comparewiththestimulus-lockedanalysisinFig.2B).
sentence onset for the speaker vs 8 s for the listeners), we henceforth refer to these time points as the "anticipatory" (planning) peak, and the "perceptual" peak respectively. In addition to main effects of mode at both peaks (anticipatory: F (1,18) ϭ 8.98, p ϭ .0049; perceptual: F (1,18) ϭ 43, p Ͻ .0001), there was a mode ϫ predictability interaction at the perceptual peak (F (2,36) ϭ 17, p ϭ .0002): although for the listeners, high predictability items triggered lower BOLD amplitude than low predictability items (t (18) ϭ 2.97, p ϭ 0.008; HP: M ϭ 0.42, SD ϭ 0.13; LP: M ϭ 0.75, SDϭ 0.33), this pattern was reversed for the speaker, with significantly more activity for the high predictability items than low predictability items (t (18) ϭ 2.89, p ϭ 0.0098; HP: M ϭ 0.21, SD ϭ 0.28; LP: M ϭ Ϫ0.16, SD ϭ 0.29). At the anticipatory peak, in contrast, listeners showed higher amplitudes for high predictability as opposed to low predictability items (t (18) ϭ 3.12, p Ͻ 0.0005; HP: M ϭ Ϫ0.02, SD ϭ 0.09; LP: M ϭ Ϫ0.19, SD ϭ 0.15), whereas there was no reliable difference between conditions for the speaker (t (18) ϭ 0.12, p ϭ 0.4028; HP: M ϭ 0.25, SD ϭ 0.36; LP:
BOLD amplitudes by item are plotted by predictability in Figure 3B: BOLD peak activity was positively correlated with predictability for the listeners during the anticipatory peak (left: r ϭ 0.62, p ϭ 0.0029) but negatively correlated during the perceptual peak (right: r ϭ Ϫ0.61, p ϭ 0.0039). For the speaker, instead, there was a positive correlation between BOLD activity and predictability during the perceptual peak (right: r ϭ 0.55, p ϭ 0.0111), and no reliable correlation for the anticipatory peak (left: r ϭ 0.19, p ϭ 0.4146). BOLD activity was not correlated with audio intensity, sentence duration, or sentence onset time.
Time-shifted speaker-listener correlations
In further support of Stephens et al.'s (2010) findings, when timeshifting the BOLD time series for all voxels to align the speaker and listeners' peaks (i.e., the same whole-brain intersubjectcorrelation analysis as above, but shifting back the listeners' time series by 3 TR/6 s), speaker-listener correlations were reliable across left-superior temporal gyrus for all items combined (Fig.  3C ). Recall that in the same whole-brain analysis over BOLD time series for all participants time-locked to the stimulus, areas responsible for visual processing were reliably correlated instead (Fig. 2B) . Together, Figures 2B and 3C suggest that although the visual world is processed concurrently independent of mode, language-related processes associated with mapping this visual world onto linguistic descriptions typically recruit superior-temporal gyrus in language production before they do so in comprehension. This is in line with the assumed temporal dissociation between speech planning and speech comprehension respectively.
In sum: (1) regions associated with auditory language comprehension across left temporal cortex as well as image processing (occipital cortex and fusiform gyrus) were consistently activated across listeners, (2) activity in fusiform gyrus was correlated between the speaker and listeners regardless of predictability, and (3) significantly stronger correlations were found between the speaker and listeners for high predictability than low predictability items in left pSTG. This effect was driven by an interaction between mode and predictability in pSTG: whereas activity for individual items increased with predictability in the speaker during sentence perception, the listeners' activity increased as predictability decreased. In addition, listeners' activity was positively correlated with predictability during sentence anticipation.
Discussion
This study used intersubject correlation analyses of fMRI data to ask whether the ability to predict a speaker's intentions might result in synchronous brain activity between a speaker and a group of listeners. We report a significant increase in brain-tobrain synchrony for highly predictive contexts compared with nonpredictive contexts in pSTG, a region that has been implicated in lexical-semantic processing as well as prediction (for review, see Friederici, 2012) . The temporal profiles of pSTG activation suggest that predictability has different effects on brain responses in speakers and listeners respectively, in turn affecting the extent to which neural response patterns are synchronous between language production and comprehension.
Our findings can be explained within existing models whereby language processing is comprised of an anticipatory stage and a perceptual stage: both speakers and listeners take advantage of predictability by "preprocessing" predictable representations during the anticipatory stage, which subsequently affects how those representations are processed during perception. We propose that the neurocognitive mechanisms that govern these processes are similar across production and comprehension, at least at the level of granularity at which they may affect increases and decreases in the BOLD signal.
A number of terms have been used to describe how prediction, top-down processing, and attention may affect action preparation and perception: predictive coding (Friston, 2003), biased competition (Desimone and Duncan, 1995) , efference copy (Wolpert and Ghahramani, 2000) , preactivation (Dikker and Pylkkänen, 2013) , spreading activation and priming (Kutas and Federmeier, 2011) , etc. We here adopt the term "attentional gain" (borrowed from Tian and Poeppel, 2013) to describe how generating internal forward model/prediction may increase the excitability of neuronal populations associated with predicted representations in language production as well as comprehension (Wlotko and Federmeier, 2007) . During speech planning, it has been argued that speakers internally simulate articulatory commands, and that highly predictable speech acts increase the attentional gain for their expected perceptual consequences (Hickok et al., 2011) , the neural effects of which persist into the perceptual stage ( Fig. 4A ; Tian and Poeppel, 2013). Predictability more strongly affects attentional gain in comprehension, not only during anticipa- Figure 4 . Prediction mechanisms in language production and comprehension. A, Increased attentional gain for highly predictable auditory percepts (solid) during production (red) is initiated during the anticipatory stage before sentence onset, persisting into the perceptual stage, yielding significantly stronger pSTG activity for highly predictable sentences. B, Increased attentional gain for highly predictable auditory percepts (solid) similarly lead to increased pSTG activation in comprehension (blue). Because predictions are less strong in low predictability contexts (dashed), BOLD signal amplitudes are higher for the high predictability items during the anticipatory stage (left). Prediction error responses reverse this pattern during the perceptual stage, inducing more pSTG activation for unpredictable as opposed to predictable sentences (right).
tion (Dikker and Pylkkänen, 2013) , but also during perception: listeners show prediction error responses to unpredicted words (Fig.  4B) , whereas lexical-semantic prediction error appears to play no role in the speaker (Fig. 4A) : the speaker likely produced each sentence exactly as planned/anticipated (see Introduction).
Thus, as summarized in Figure 4 , our results suggest that both speakers and listeners take predictability into account when generating estimates of upcoming linguistic stimuli. These changes in activation resulting from predictive processing, in turn, impact the extent to which brain activity is correlated between speakers and listeners.
For the listeners, our data and the explanation provided above are compatible with a large body of research on lexical-semantic comprehension (Lau et al., 2008; Kutas and Federmeier, 2011) and with recent models suggesting that prediction induces the preactivation of modality-specific representations associated with predicted words (Dikker and Pylkkänen, 2013) .
In contrast, very little is known about the mechanisms underlying predictive language production, and the research that does exist mainly focuses on low-level properties of the speech signal (Tourville et al., 2008) or repetition priming (Bergerbest et al., 2004; Menenti et al., 2012; for review, see Indefrey and Levelt, 2004; Hickok, 2012) , leaving much to be investigated about prediction in language production. In addition, future studies will have to replicate our findings on a larger sample size.
It is further important to emphasize that while fMRI allowed us to localize effects of prediction on correlated brain activity between speakers and listeners, it is not the most suitable tool to dissociate predictive and perceptive processes, by virtue of its low temporal resolution. Because anticipation may precede perception by as little as 200 milliseconds (Dikker and Pylkkänen, 2013) , measures with a high temporal resolution such as electroencephalography will have to be used to further disentangle neural responses associated with predictive as opposed to perceptual mechanisms. Such methods will also enable investigations into whether the effects observed here may be modulated by direct, face-to-face interaction between speakers and listeners (Jiang et al., 2012) . For example, prior research has demonstrated that visual information derived from the speaker's face as she is talking can affect auditory language prediction and comprehension, even in the subsequent absence of concurrent visual information (von Kriegstein et al., 2008) . In the present study, listeners received no (visual) information about the speaker, so they could not benefit from such cues. Future studies will further have to explore the relationship between prediction and communicative success, and how the neurobiology of predictive processing may support synchronized linguistic behavior (Richardson et al., 2008) and conversational convergence (Garrod and Pickering, 2004) .
